Introduction
Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) [Holland, 1976] have traditionally used roulette wheel selection within their Genetic Algorithm (GA) [Holland, 1975] component. Holland's developed system [e.g., Holland, 1986] relied upon fitness sharing to maintain suitable rules within the evolving rule-base population and therefore its use of roulette wheel selection was crucial (see [Bull & Hurst, 2002] for discussions). The vast majority of LCS research has made a shift away from Holland's original formalism after Wilson introduced XCS [Wilson, 1995] . XCS uses the accuracy of rules' predictions of expected payoff as their fitness (Holland' s original implementation also considered accuracy [Holland & Reitman, 1978] ). As a result of some simple Markov-chain analysis of the selection pressure in accuracy-based LCS, it was suggested that other forms of selection schemes should be explored within such systems [Bull, 2001; 2002] . Recently, the use of tournament selection within XCS has been investigated [Butz et al., 2003] . Results indicate that tournament selection may be more robust in noisy environments and less dependent upon the value of the learning rate parameter (1). Also, it was shown that using roulette wheel selection caused XCS to fail if a low 1 value was used, i.e., a high dependency between the 1 parameter and the roulette wheel selection was shown to exist. Moreover, XCS using roulette wheel selection was tested with Gaussian noise added to the payoff and shown to fail to find the optimal solution even with a small amount of noise. XCS with tournament selection was shown able to cope with significantly greater levels of noise.
Using simple accuracy-based LCS, it has been shown that increasing the amount of separation between fitnesses can aid performance when using traditional roulette wheel selection in harder problems [Bull, 2004; 2005] . The same effect can be achieved within XCS. Therefore in this paper we revisit the tasks used to compare the two selection schemes. This comparison reveals the equality between the two alternatives and that the correct parameters' values are essential for both systems. It is shown that tournament selection does not outperform roulette wheel selection in all the problems previously used. The investigations reveal that roulette wheel selection is robust and independent of the ,B parameter if the appropriate fitness separation is used. On the other hand, tournament selection needs to have the correct tournament size to be able to generate an appropriate selection pressure. Most significantly, rule compaction is found to be more efficient under roulette wheel selection due to its inherent bias towards the most fit individuals within a population (e.g., see [Baker, 1987] for early discussions).
2XCS
On each discrete time step, a set [M] is created consisting of those rules which match the current binary input vector, where rules use a trinary encoding with a '#' allowing generalization. A system prediction is then formed for each action in [M] according to a fitnessweighted average of the predictions of rules in each action set [A] . The system action is then selected either deterministically or randomly (usually 0.5 probability per trial). If [M] is empty, covering is used to make a rule whose condition matches the current input. Fitness reinforcement in XCS consists of updating three parameters via the Widrow-Hoff delta rule: predicted payoff (p), the error in that prediction (e), and fitness (F) for each appropriate rule. The fitness is updated according to the error relative to those of the other rules within the set. In delayed reward tasks, the maximum value of the system's prediction array is discounted by a factor y and used to update rules from the previous time step. Thus XCS exploits a form of Q-leaming [Watkins, 1989] for a full description of XCS.
3 Roulette wheel vs. Tournament selection Tournament selection [Goldberg & Deb, 1991] is among the most widely used selection schemes in genetic algorithms. In a single iteration a tournament is formed by selecting some number of individuals (usually called tournament size r) from the population. The most fit individual wins the tournament. The size of the tournament controls the selection pressure; a bigger tournament size generates higher selection pressure. Tournament selection depends on the individuals' rank rather than on their relative fitness. Therefore, it is not affected by the fitness distribution through the population and doesn't require any global knowledge [e.g. Eiben & Smith, 2003 ], which can be considered a big advantage.
Since its beginning, XCS used the roulette wheel selection within its genetic algorithm component (socalled XCSRW). Recently, tournament selection was suggested to be used within reproduction to "enable XCS to solve a much broader class of problems in general" [Butz et al., 2003 ]. Butz et al. argued that using fitness proportionate selection causes XCS to have a strong dependency on 13 and an inability to solve noisy problems because of its dependency on the fitness scale rather than fitness rank. That is, fitness proportionate selection cannot differentiate between similar accuracies in an action set, thereby reducing the fitness pressure which "hinders XCS from evolving an accurate payoff map of the problem" [Butz et al., 2002] .
To reveal this XCS was applied to versions of the well-known multiplexer task. These Boolean functions are defined for binary strings of length 1 = k + 2k under which the first k bits index into the remaining 2k bits, returning the value of the indexed bit. A correct classification results in a payoff of 1000, otherwise 0.
Performance (fraction of correct responses) and population (number of unique macroclassifiers in the rulebase) from exploit trials only are recorded, using a 50-point running average, averaged over ten runs (after [Wilson, 1995] ).
Tournament selection is implemented as suggested in [Butz et al., 2002] , where the tournament size is a fraction T = (0,1] of the current action set size (r=0.4 iS the suggested value). In order to select two parents, two independent tournaments are held by choosing the classifiers in each tournament randomly from the action set and then select the best one. If the size of the tournament will be less than one (i.e., the action set size is very small), a random classifier is chosen. Within this work, XCS using tournament selection is called XCSTS. 3.1 Parameter 1 Dependance in Boolean Problems Figure 1 shows the behaviour of the roulette wheel selection and tournament selection within XCS on the 20-bit multiplexer problem, where the parameters are as in [Butz et al., 2003] (Figure 1(b) ) has the ability to solve both cases. Figure 2 shows the second case that was discussed in [Butz et al., 2003] , where a Gaussian noise is added with the mean zero and standard deviation a to the environment payoff. Figure 2 (a) shows that XCSRW fails to solve the problem with a greater than 200. In fact even with a equals to 100, it finds the problem difficult to solve. On the other hand, XCSTS in Figure 2 (b) shows more performance stability. Accurate system parameters estimation is essential to ensure a proper fitness pressure [Butz et al., 2003 ] and therefore it is essentail to understand the nature of any selection scheme to determine the best parameter values that enable it to generate an appropriate selection pressure. Roulette wheel is a proportional selection which uses v to separate between fitnesses. Increasing the separation between similar fitnesses can be obtained by a steeper function curve [Bull, 2004; 2005] ; that is, a higher separation between fitnesses enables a higher ability in identifying the accurate rules. As a result, increasing v (e.g. v=20) shows that XCSRW is able to solve the 20-bit multiplexer problem with ,=0.05 (Figure 3(a) ).
Figure 3(b) also shows that XCSRW is able to solve the same problem in Figure 2( Furthermore, Figure 4 and 5 are related to the 37-bit multiplexer problem using the same settings as in : N=5000, p#=0.6, OGA=25, X=0.8, gi=0.04, a=1, 6=0.1, v =5, e0=10.0 andOsub=20, where learning (i.e. updating the action set) is taking place in both exploit and explore trails. It is clear that XCSRW fails to solve the problem with low P and low v as shown in Figure 4( Figure 5(a) & (b) ). That is, high selection pressure is needed to solve this problem in the expected time. Having shown a competitive performance speed in all problems, XCSRW generated more compacted solution than XCSTS as will be discussed in The count ones problem is another binary task that was used to compare between the two selection schemes in [Butz et al., 2003] . It uses the previous settings except N=3000 with a string length 20, k=7 relevant bits and v=5. The problem can be described as follows: if the number of ones in the k relative bits is greater than kl2, then the classification should be 1 else it should be 0. The 1000/0 reward scheme is used. The results in Figure 6 are identical to the ones in [Butz et al., 2003] except for the population compaction level, and it is clear from the figures that the difference between the two systems is very marginal and is perhaps directed towards XCSRW. XCSRW in Figure 6 (a) generates a more compacted solution than XCSTS in Figure 6 Butz et al. [2002] have constructed the layered count ones problem which was also used in [Butz et al., 2003] [ibid] . XCSRW fails to solve the problem with low selection pressure (i.e., v=5). Both systems are identical in terms of performance speed when the XCSRW is using v=20, despite the low mutation rate or the absence of crossover. Figure 7 : Layered Count One 1=20, k=7, N=3000 over XCSRW (a) and XCSTS (b) 3.2 Noise Dependance in the multiplexer problem Figure 8 shows another comparison between XCSRW and XCSTS to reveal the extent to which both systems depend on parameter , in the noisy environments. Figure  8 (a) shows that XCSRW using v=20 is robust in noisy problems up to a= 250 and [3=0.005 as well as XCSTS in Figure 8(b) . The two systems show identical behavior. However, both systems XCSRW and XCSTS fail to solve the problem with o= 250 and [B=0.0005 or with o= 500 as shown in Figure 9 .
Beside the effect of v and r on the selection pressure, the mutation rate p is also a sensitive parameter that affects the population specificity (the higher the mutation rate the higher the population specificity) and generates a pressure that -in addition to the fitness and set pressuresresults XCS being able to generate a maximally accurate general solution [Butz & Pelikan, 2001] [Butz & Sastry, 2003] . Butz et al. [2003] also mentioned the effect of high mutation rate which could disturb the generated solution. In the noisy environments Butz and Pelikan [2001] suggested that the more specific the classifier is, the higher fitness it achieves. Therefore, their reproduction probability will increase and their deletion probability will decrease, which will cause the population specificity to become higher than expected. Consequently, in the high noise cases, either the mutation rate should be decreased to allow XCS to produce the maximally accurate general solution or the population size should be increased to ensure the occurrence of the reproductive opportunity [Butz et al., 2003] . The latter suggestion is not suitable since we could not determine the extent to which the population size should be increased. Thus, balancing the mutation pressure was explored. r * > u -V 0 1 Figure 9(a) if the correct value of gi is used. In fact, the combination between the two parameters is strong and a single modification does not work without the other (not shown). The same scenario applies for XCSTS in Figure  10 (b), which also solves the problem using the correct value of~t. Tournament selection was able to solve the problem with 3=0.05 and T=I using p=0.04, but it needs longer time (not shown). It was also able to solve the problem with f=0.005 and T-l using p=0.01 and p#=0.6 after 700000 trials (not shown). This confirms results in [Kharbat et al., 2004] where the mutation's affect on performance was highlighted. Moreover, XCSRW was able to solve the problem in Figure 8 (a) with j3=0.0005 and a =250 using the same settings as shown in Figure 10 , while XCSTS could not achieve the accurate solution (not shown).
Changing the mutation rate to g=0.01 results in improved performance in the case of the 37-bit multiplexer problem and allows XCSRW to solve the problem in less than 200,000 trials with both 1=0.2 and v=20 (not shown Tournament is a rank based selection scheme where each classifier in the population has a selection probability based on its rank within its niche. Hence, tournament selection tends to explore all the classifiers within the population and this can have several consequences on the population distribution: (1) overgeneral classifiers with high experience and high prediction error are kept until picked for deletion for their low fitness, (2) over specific classifiers will be kept as well for the GA subsumption sooner or later, and (3) the maximally accurate general classifiers will have the chance to stay in the population.
Whereas in the roulette wheel selection the bias is towards the most fit individuals within a population (e.g., [Baker, 1987] ). Therefore, reproduction is not relying on deletion as in tournament selection.
Furthermore, anaylsis shows another reason that prevents tournament from generating the same level of roulette wheel compaction which is the existance of overlapped classifiers. It is known that in some action sets, non-overlapped classifiers are present without the existence of any overlapped ones. The fitness for the latter classifiers will be shared relatively with the nonoverlapped ones and therefore will approximate a lower fitness value [Butz et al., 2003] . In other words, the fitness of the overlapped classifiers will not reach the maximum value (which is one) whereas the non-overlapped classifiers will have the maximum value when they exist alone in some other action sets.
Because of the nature of having a bias toward the better individual, roulette wheel selection imposes the strength of the non-overlapped classifiers by selecting them consistently for reproduction due to their high fitness, and naturally the overlapped classifiers will die from not having the opportunity for reproduction.
On the other hand, the overlapped classifiers still have their chance for reproduction in the rank based system and 2067 therefore they will not die but will have both lower numerosity and fitness than the non-overlapped ones. Butz et al. [2003] suggested, however, that relativefitness-based XCS tends to produce a non-overlapped accurate maximally general solution that can describe each environmental niche. That is correct if the roulette wheel selection is used as it is able to eliminate the overlapped classifiers keeping only the minimum number of general accurate classifiers.
Conclusions
This paper has revisted a comparison between roulette wheel and tournament selections within XCS. The behavior of roulette wheel was investigated as well as tournament selection by applying them to different types of problems. The value of v guides the selection pressure within roulette wheel since it represents the steepness of the fitness curve. Therefore, choosing the correct value of v gives the system the ability to create the required amount of pressure that can solve the problems used by [Butz et al., 2003 ] including the noisy ones. It also controls the roulette wheel's ability to cope with the low values for other parameters.
Also, it has been observed that tournament selection is sensitive to the tournament size X as has been shown in the 37-bit multiplexer problem. Choosing the correct value for T is essential to create the correct amount of pressure to solve problems. From this investigation the best range for v seems to vary between 5 and 50, where T can be chosen from the previous suggested range [0.2-0.8] in [Butz et al., 2003 ] taking into consideration that the value T=1.0 is required in some cases.
As well as the learning rate (,B) needing to be decreased in noisy environments to generate accurate payoff estimation, so does the mutation rate (p). This is another parameter that should be optimized if a problem is to be solved. It is well known that the mutation rate (pt) controls the diversity within the population which guides the search for the accurate solution. The previous results show that the mutation rate (p) not only affects the specificity but also affects the performance [Kharbat et al., 2004] .
Most significantly, rule compaction is found to be more efficient under roulette wheel selection due to its inherent bias towards the most fit individuals within a population.
